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Introduction
One of a librarian’s many challenges is to provide as many high quality materials
as possible to fulfill the needs of library patrons on a very limited budget.  As the number
and type of these materials increase, the title selection and budget allocation decisions
also increase.  Computer technology has made some requested materials more
conveniently available through Interlibrary Loan (ILL) or document delivery systems.
The option between access and ownership induces the librarian to ascertain which books,
journals, CD-ROMs, and other items are so essential that they must be purchased and
which materials can be borrowed or otherwise acquired on demand.  The librarian’s
challenge then becomes determining the present and future needs of the library’s wide
range of patrons.
The range of patrons in an academic departmental library is much more limited
than that of a public or the primary campus academic library but so are the departmental
library’s budget, space, and staff.  The smaller patron base also increases the importance
of the choice of library acquisitions because the  subject matter of the library collection is
more limited.  Library budgets are apportioned between salaries, acquisitions, and other
necessities. The acquisitions budget is then divided between the different material types
such as journals, reference, and monographs.  Librarians are often forced to decide
whether or not to cancel certain journal titles in order to afford the more expensive ones
that are used more frequently or are in greater demand by patrons.  In such cases a
2librarian often depends on the statistic of item use to determine which materials fit the
needs of the patrons.  Circulation data and re-shelving counts are relatively easy to collect
and measure.  A collection of re-shelving counts can provide information for a librarian
to consider when making decisions regarding which journal subscriptions to renew.  Use
studies can also help librarians evaluate how well they have fulfilled their objective of
collecting for use.
A use study of dissertations in the School of Library and Information Science
(SILS) departmental library at the University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill
was undertaken in 1994 to examine the circulation characteristics of this subsection of the
collection.  The librarian requested this investigation because the purchasing budget for
monographs had been reduced by approximately 46% over the previous 10 years and the
method used to select dissertations for purchase had been disputed.  This departmental
library was the only one on campus that collected dissertations according to a gathering
plan instead of individually at the request of a member of either the faculty or the
doctoral program.  The librarians reasoning for using the gathering plan was that doctoral
dissertations represented the most current research available in the fields of Information
and Library Science and would be very valuable to the professors and doctoral students at
SILS.
Through this gathering plan, the library received all dissertations from designated
schools that were characterized by the subject codes library science or information
science,  and terms dealing with library service, learning resource centers, knowledge
representation, data management, and related topics.  The items obtained in this manner
were not returnable and although the number of titles varied each year, the total cost
3accounted for a sizable portion of the SILS library budget.  The significant decrease in
funding for monographs caused the librarian to question the cost-effectiveness of this
plan and to seek a more productive method of spending the ever-decreasing acquisitions
resources.
Results of the use study indicated that only 41% of the dissertation sample had
circulated in-house and 23% circulated only through interlibrary loan.  The resulting
average cost per circulation of a dissertation was $30.71, while the purchase price of each
dissertation was $35.00.  These figures indicate that a more economically sound mode for
choosing these monographs needed to be established.  Until further study of dissertation
use could be performed, the previous gathering plan would be replaced by selection of
titles in this category by doctoral students and faculty members.  Although this alternative
method would require a considerable increase in the time needed for ordering the books
and place an additional burden on the faculty, it would also curtail the budget
expenditures on these items to make available funds that could be spent on other books
for the collection.  The SILS librarian also hoped this acquisition procedure would
increase the use statistics for the new titles within this area of the collection because the
faculty and Ph.D. students account for a majority of the in-house circulation of
dissertations.  A faculty member proposed the dissertation use study to his students as a
possible research project with the aim of either finding more appropriate terms to define a
new gathering plan or devising alternative strategies that would not require as much
added work for the faculty and library staff. 
A second study of the same group of dissertations was conducted by the author to
investigate the relationship between certain characteristic features (descriptors) associated
4with the items and use or nonuse of the items themselves.  The sample consisted of 100
dissertations received by the library between 1989 and 1993 that were randomly selected
from a list of titles found in a search of Dissertation Abstracts International for the years
1988 to 1992.  The search parameters included the same terms found in the gathering
plan profile.  The descriptors examined for each dissertation consisted of the doctoral
program university, the author’s major advisor for the research, and subject headings
obtained from catalog records.  A relevance weight was assigned to each of these
descriptors based on use or nonuse of the items characterized by each descriptor (e.g., the
number of dissertations in the sample from Florida State University that circulated were
compared to the number from the same school that did not circulate).  These weights
were then analyzed to test the research hypothesis that there are specific attributes of
some dissertations that positively or negatively influence the circulation of these
monographs among the patrons of the UNC SILS library.  The objective of the analysis
was to identify descriptors (terms) that correlate highly with use or nonuse of the
dissertations.
Computation of term relevance weights was performed initially on spreadsheets
using a formula developed by Robertson and Sparck Jones (1976) with alterations made
to the definitions for the 2 X 2 contingency table.  The relevance theory was changed
conceptually by substituting se and nonuse for relevance and nonrelevance of
documents that did or did not contain a specific search term.  Descriptors that
consistently characterized dissertations that circulated were assigned higher weights than
those descriptors associated with more of the noncirculating items.  Term weights were
later recomputed using a Fortran program written by a professor at SILS who had been
5researching the use of relevance weighting formulas.  The formula used in the program
was a variation of the formula developed by Robertson and Sparck Jones.
The results of the study indicated that neither the school nor the advisor
descriptors were reliable predictors of dissertation use.  Subject headings, however, were
more accurate descriptors for differentiating between use and nonuse and relevance
weights for these terms might reliably predict use of dissertations.  Because subject
headings are assigned by trained catalogers, these descriptors are assumed to be accurate
and representative of the document.  The sum of the term weights for each dissertation
produced a composite relevance weight that also discriminated between circulating and
noncirculating items.  Further investigation on the subject of term relevance weighting in
relation to document use would be needed in order to formulate the basis for a new
gathering plan for the SILS library.  This preliminary study, however, did provide
relevance weights that could be tested for their value as descriptive and predictive
dissertation characteristics.
The present study examines the ability of the earlier computed descriptor
relevance weights to differentiate between and predict use and nonuse in a sample of
dissertations that were acquired more recently by the SILS library at UNC.  This new
sample consists entirely of dissertations that were selected by recommendations or
requests of SILS faculty and doctoral students.  Overall use and nonuse of the new
sample is compared to that of the original sample and the recommendation information is
examined to determine correlation between rankings of requests and subsequent item use.
The relationship between requester and use of the items they requested is also studied.
Relevance weights for the descriptors, including requester, are computed and correlations
6between these new weights and use of smaller sample of  dissertations acquired within
the past five years are examined.
7Literature Review
The library literature abounds in studies of book and journal usage.  Two
collections of such studies were published in 1967, one by DeWeese and one by Jain (as
cited in Lazorick, 1979), in order to assist other researchers interested in the topic.
DeWeese compiled 547 entries in a bibliography that is included in Ja ’s publication and
Jain provided 84 references in addition to detailed appendixes for the works of previous
authors up to the year 1909.  The author will discuss some of the articles and studies that
are relevant to this paper.
An early study of book circulation performed by Davidson (1943) examined a
sample of 2131 books that were added to the library collection at Muhl nberg College
during the previous year.  A total of 3883 circulations were recorded for 965 books
(45.3% of the sample).  Renewals accounted for 10.7% of the 3883 transactions, with the
highest percentage (20.5) in the philosophy classification and the lowest (0%) in the
general works classification.  Davidson was unsettled by the fact that 54% of books that
had been newly acquired failed to circulate during the first two years of availability.   He
concluded that the results “indicate something amiss in the selection of books quite as
much as in the reading habits of borrowers” (p. 297).  The study demonstrated that the
library needed a well-defined acquisitions policy that was based more on the patron’s
needs than the previous procedures.  Research performed decades later produced similar
results and conclusions.
8The first renowned large-scale study  of book use was that of Fus ler nd Simon
(1969) at the University of Chicago.  The fundamental research question examined the
likelihood of finding a statistical procedure to predict the frequency of book use in
research libraries.  Groups of books with specific characteristics were the focus of their
investigation.  Two of the basic assumptions of their research were:  Recorded use
reflects all use, including browsing and in-house use; and patterns of use among major
research libraries are similar.  The second presumption would allow generalizations to be
made about their findings.  Results confirmed that circulation of materials were a reliable
indication of all use for those materials that could be charged out of the library although
arguments arose regarding the other materials in the collection.  Fussler and Simon also
concluded that past use of an item was the best predictor of future use.  Other researchers
who have come to this same conclusion include Eggers (1976), Slote (1970), Ettelt
(1985), and Brooks (1984a, 1984b), as is mentioned in the text The Measurement and
Evaluation of Library Services.  This finding has been the basic reasoning behind most
use studies.
Another assumption in the analysis of circulation statistics is that sampling of this
data provides a close approximation of overall use within subject areas.  Garland (1992)
found that a week-long sampling of circulation data correlated highly with that of a year-
long sample.  The setting for her analysis was an elementary library media center, but she
cites three studies in academic libraries (Galv n & Kent, 1977; Metz, 1983; Metz &
Litchfield, 1988) which support her conclusion that patterns of circulation are found to be
stable over certain periods of time.  Correlation coefficients increased with the length of
the sampling period, but samples for a typical week often produced sufficiently accurate
9data.  Galvin and Kent, who took part in the famous University of Pittsburgh Study,
showed in a progress report that a three-day sample of use data in a particular subject
correlated highly with the use data in the same subject from a six year investigation.
Metz found circulation to be very similar for the months October and May during a single
school year at Virginia Tech.  A three day sample proved to be the smallest that was
adequate to achieve reliability according to Metz and Litchfield.
The Pittsburgh Study caused a commotion in the world of academic libraries with
empirical data exhibiting alarmingly low circulation rates.  The data collected was
presented by Montgomery at the American Society for Information Science (ASIS)
annual meeting in the Fall of 1977.  Total book use was shown to be 56% with the
highest circulation levels occurring in the first two years after acquisition.  An
examination of journal use indicated that variations occur between subject areas.  Results
showed that the total of all journal use in three of the departmental libraries ranged from
9% to 37% of the holdings.  Montgomery concluded that the target for use of library
holdings should be in the area of 70% to 80% and that collection management librarians
are in need of techniques for predicting use and user needs.
Similar use studies were performed at smaller academic libraries and the results
were comparable.  Hardesty (1981, 1988) found low ratios of overall circulation of books
at both the DePauw University and Eckerd College libraries.  Records at D Pauw
showed that more than a third of the books were never charged out and average annual
circulation per item was 0.5 over a five-year period.  Ettelt (1978) looked at a relatively
large sample of books at a very small (20,000 volumes) community college library and
discovered that among different Library of Congress (LC) subject headings circulation
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differed considerably.  In general, fewer than 50% of the books in each category had
circulated.  Hardesty concluded that the pattern of low circulation should alert librarians
to the need for soliciting more input from faculty regarding selection and use of books for
undergraduate students.
Criticism about the Pittsburgh Study was plentiful and included questions about
the adequacy of the data, circulation as a measure of in-house use, and academic libraries
collecting for use as opposed to collecting in quantity to support research.  A study by
Selth, Koller, and Briscoe (1992) examined recordings of both in-house and circulation
use of a sample of 13,029 items at the University of California, Riverside library.  Within
a seven-year period 25.8% of the serials and 30.7% of the monographs were used in one
manner but not the other.  In-house use clearly differed from use measured by item
circulation in this instance.  The authors concluded that more than 112,000 items would
have been removed if the collection had been weeded based on lack of circulation.
Peat (1981) discusses the arguments of Voigt (1979) and those of Jasper Schad
included in the article, “Pittsburgh University Studies of Collection Usage:  A
Symposium”.  Schad contends that the authors of the Pittsburgh Study don’t understand
the purpose of a university library.  He claims that these institutions are used for both the
purposes of instruction and research and use-based purchasing impedes research.  Both
Schad and Voigt agree that circulation studies cannot measure a researcher’s use of a
library because most of his time is spent hunting through periodicals, books, and
reference materials to find information pertaining to his interests.
Another argument over the selection of  titles based on use is made by Giaco
(1984) who claims that these librarians are neglecting their archival responsibilities and
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blocking a patron’s rights of intellectual freedom.  Murray (1982) claims that public
librarians also do their patrons a disservice, arguing that the needs of the highly educated
suffer when popularity of titles plays too great a role in acquisitions decisions.  He
believes that the role of the public library is to provide the widest possible range of
materials for its patrons.
The definition of the term use has also been questioned.  Woodhouse (1987)
examined the reported use of materials being returned to the main library at Newcastle
upon Tyne Polytechnic and found a number of different use patterns.  Fifty-five of the
576 returned books were read completely and 61 were not used by the person returning
the book.  Of the books that were used to some degree, 551 uses were recorded:
indicating that some books were used for more than one purpose.  This result suggested
to Woodhouse that the circulation statistics underestimated actual book use by an
additional 39%.
The literature regarding use studies in relation to collection management shows
that there are obvious limitations in a researcher’s ability to accurately collect and
interpret use data (Broadus, 1980; Osburn, 1982).  Nevertheless, acquisitions librarians
need better predictors for user needs as well as the materials that patrons are likely to
request.  Broadus believes that despite the problems, the information gained from use
studies can help library professionals better serve their patron’s needs.  Because these
needs will invariably continue to grow and change, collection managers must adapt their
system of acquisitions to keep up with the users.  Axford (1981) suggests that the records
from automated circulation systems should provide useful information for long-term
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studies that can be incorporated into new, more effective collection development
procedures.
Quantitative data from use studies can be highly useful in this endeavor and will
undoubtedly become increasingly more important in the future according to Miller
(1990).  At Lake Forest College, Miller has found interlibrary loan data to be useful in
making collection development decisions.  Miller also points out that the study done by
Fussler and Simon concluded that “recent use was the best predictor of future use” (p.
16).  Frequently when the study is cited the word past is substituted for recent, but the
accelerated rate at which technology and information are changing should motivate
librarians to emphasize use of materials within the past two or three years.  The fact that
the dissertations are primarily collected for use by the students and faculty at the UNC
School of Information and Library Science and not some undefined group of patrons adds
support to the reasons for performing a use study.  The patron base remains fairly
consistent over a five year period indicating that the needs and interests of the users
should also be reasonably uniform.
The present study follows the inferences made by Britten and Webster (1992)
who expected to find common traits among frequently used books that would help to
predict future use of new acquisitions.  These University of Tennessee librarians
examined characteristics in the MARC records of highly circulating items in each LC
classification.  They sorted and compared subject headings, authors, languages, and
imprint dates from the online catalog database.  Different characteristics were shown to
be more helpful in some classifications than in others (i.e., examining the frequent
occurrence of authors names was useful only for literature [classifications PQ, PR, PS,
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PT] ).  Their conclusions suggest that this methodology is a valid technique for
evaluating the demand trends for specific types of library materials as well as discovering
areas in the collection that have either been neglected or over-collected. The data
compiled could then be used as a component of the plan for collection development and
management.  Purchases would be made on the bases of anticipated demand and other
information about the patrons of that particular institution.
Recent acquisitions at a small departmental library were examined by F nske
(1994).  There are some parallels between F nsk ’s study and the present study including
low use for many of the monographs and a need to reallocate the tight budget.  A total of
2,625 books were added to the collection, 1,094 (approximately 42%) of these were not
used in the 27 months they were available.  In addition, 461 (17%) circulated only once
during this same period.  Analysis of the use or lack of use across subject categories
revealed that format, subject, and the method of obtaining books had an affect on book
use.  With these factors in mind, Fenske made recommendations for changes in the
acquisition procedures and the changes were made.  Although a follow-up analysis had
not been performed, the author notes that she believes the budget is being used more
economically.  Fenske also cautions librarians not to rely completely on past use as a
predictor of future use because libraries must collect materials covering current research
as well.  Day and Revill (1995) also studied the circulation of new acquisitions at a
university library in England with the aid of the library’s computer system. Item use
within the first year of availability and the number of uses of items in each subject area
were examined to distinguish the low and high use categories.  Results have been used to
evaluate collection use and rework the budget.
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A mathematical model intended to predict library circulation is proposed by
Rouse (1974).  The equation takes into account these variables:  losses in the collection,
aging of the collection, purchasing and circulation policies, changes in the user
population, and inflation.  The theories of operations research upon which this model is
based are too difficult for a novice to understand.  No other literature employing this
model was found.
Losee (1987) reviews a number of theoretical principles, some developed for
information retrieval purposes, that have been used as the premise for book selection
models.  He presents a model that bases the selection decision on specific characteristics
of a book that are presented in the publication information.  The books are ranked for
acquisition decisions according to features in binary, Poisson , or normal distributions.  A
similar model proposed by DePew (1975) assigned weights to such characteristics as the
book’s intellectual level, subject matter, and requester.  The importance of each feature
increased the weight to be accredited and controlled the likelihood of a book’s purchase.
Both of these models employ somewhat complex mathematical equations to rank the
items to be selected.  The term relevance weighting formula applied in the present study
is more easily understood as it is based on a simple ratio of probabilities.
The practice of term weighting has long been used as a retrieval device.  Most
often search terms have been assigned a weight according to their ability to discriminate
between relevant and nonrelevant documents corresponding to user preference.  The
relevance weight is essentially a ratio of odds that a specific term will be found in a
“useful” document as opposed to a “nonuseful” document.  The desired outcome from the
weighted terms is a list of available documents in order of relevance to the searcher’s
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need.  The development of relevance weighting and the statistical techniques and theories
associated with it are explained by Robertson and Sparck Jones (1976).  The document
retrieval experiments of these two researchers showed that relevance weights, when
assigned to search terms, produced more accurate results in distinguishing between
relevant and nonrelevant documents than term matching without weights.  They suggest
that the principles of the theory are applicable to other situations and should not be
limited to differentiating search terms.   Additional studies of the effectiveness of term
relevance weighting have been performed since the formula was developed (Sparck
Jones, 1980; Robertson, 1986).
In his study of document retrieval in the CF (Cystic Fibrosis) database, Shaw
(1995) found that the original term relevance formula produced relatively high relevance
weights that over estimate the relevance value of a term when undefined values are
encountered during computation.  These inaccurately high values result in retrieval of
unwanted (nonuseful) documents.  By testing three different variations of this original
equation, he discovered one which produced near-perfect results for document retrieval.
The rationale supporting the change in the equation is explained.  He also wrote a Fortran
computer program to compute term relevance weights according to his modified formula.
That program was used to compute the relevance weights used in the present study.
The present study is an adaptation of the relevance weighting principles to a
situation in which use or non-use of documents replaces the concept of relevance.  In
place of search terms, dissertation descriptors are assigned a value expressing their ability
to distinguish between those papers that were used or not.  The results should be ranked
lists of descriptors with their discriminatory values and a ranked list of dissertations.  The
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sum of the descriptor values for each paper determines its ranking.  Those characteristics
that should be more reliable predictors of dissertation use will have fairly high positive
relevance weights, whereas those predicting non-use will have fairly large negative
weights.
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Hypotheses and Questions
The fundamental assumption for this investigation is that there are specific
attributes of some dissertations that positively or negatively influence the circulation of
these monographs among the patrons of the UNC SILS library.  The attributes examined
here include the dissertation’s subject headings, advisor, and academic institution. The
present study suggests that some of these characteristics can be ascertained by applying
the theories of term relevance weighting to identify the descriptors which correlate highly
with use or nonuse.  It is also assumed that the terms currently used to select papers for
the gathering plan either incompletely or incorrectly describe the needs and interests of
the SILS patrons.
The library had been purchasing dissertation  f om a particular group of fourteen
schools with doctoral programs in library and information science.  One consideration for
this study is to determine what influence, if any, the originating institution may have over
use or nonuse.  Perhaps there are some schools whose research interests are more closely
related to those of UNC students and faculty.  It is frequently the case that professors of
one school are noted for their research in particular areas and students who have similar
research interests wish to follow or assist that instructor.  The reputations of graduate
schools are usually closely associated with the reputations of their instructors and often
the prestige draws superior students who in turn produce engaging and high quality
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research papers.  The school itself then may be a discriminating factor affecting the
probability that a dissertation will be charged out from the library.
Following a similar argument, it may be true that the professor who acts as the
major advisor for the paper could be an influential factor.  As mentioned above, the
reputation of a professor can be instrumental in attracting scholars.  Doctoral students
presumably seek a mentor who is well known or knowledgeable in their field of study to
assist them with their thesis.  It may be that the student’s topic is an extension of research
previously performed by his instructor or is in some way strongly linked to his or her
research.  SILS patrons who have followed the progress of such a study will most likely
be interested in reading the dissertation.  Therefore the influence of the major advisor
should be examined to see what effect it may have on dissertation use.
The most obvious characteristic of a paper that would affect its circulation is the
topic of the research.  The LC subject headings assigned for each paper will be analyzed
as these are the most objective descriptors available for the dissertation topics.  Because
the subject headings are selected from a controlled vocabulary the descriptors have the
same meaning for different dissertations.  It should be mentioned that the subject terms
which were originally used to define the gathering plan profile include library s ience,
information science, library service, l arning resources centers, knowledge
representation, expert systems, and data management, as well as the topics covered by the
American Society for Information Science. These same terms are currently being used to
make up a list of dissertations from which the faculty and doctoral students request items
for purchase.  Many of these phrases appear to be too broad or too vague to either
describe current research topics or to discriminate between subjects.  A good deal of
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exploration is being done in the field of information science and it is clear that more
descriptive terms are needed to specify them.  The LC subject headings may be adequate
discriminators or perhaps new phraseology is required.  It is expected that the subject
headings will more accurately classify current research interests than the terms mentioned
above.  Dissertation titles unfortunately are not always reliable descriptions of the actual
thesis or research topic and so will not be considered in this study.
 Relevance weights were computed and assigned for the dissertation descriptos
school, major advisor, and subject headings in the original (Sample 1) and the second
(Sample 2) group of items . For Sample 2, relevance weights were also assigned to the
requesters of each item.  Of these categories, it is expected that the subject headings will
be the single most helpful characteristic for predicting dissertation use for Sample 2
because they will undoubtedly give the most accurate description of the paper topic.
Because of the wide range of the dates over which the research of  Sample 1 was
performed it is suspected that the correlation between term weights and use for Samples 1
and 2 will be low.  The correlation between the computed weights for Sample 2 and use
of the smaller recent sample (Sample 3) should be much higher because the two groups
of dissertations are taken from a smaller and more homogeneous range of dates.  It is
expected that the requester relevance weights will correlate relatively well with item use
in both Samples 2 and 3.
 The high ranking descriptors (i.e., thos  with the highest positive relevance
weights) should correspond closely to the research interests of the SILS doctoral students
and professors and should also provide information for the librarian in charge of
dissertation selection.  However, some of the descriptors may actually be too specific and
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offer too little useful information to be incorporated into a gathering plan profile.  For
example, subject headings B blioteca postolica vaticana nd Bishop, William Warner
from Sample 1 and Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture from Sample 2 are
unlikely to be found as subject headings in any subsequent dissertations.  It is expected
that some of the used dissertations with highly specialized topics will produce high
ranking subject heading relevance weights, however these terms are not likely to be
predictive of future use.
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Methods of Data Collection
Sample 1 consists of 100 dissertations examined in the 1994 study conducted by
the SILS librarian and were used for part of this project.  These titles were randomly
chosen from a list of 238 found in a search of Dissertation Abstracts International for the
years 1988 to 1992.  The search parameters included the same terms found in the
gathering plan profile and are listed in the previous section.  A copy of the original study
as well as the statistical spreadsheets were obtained from the librarian.  The spreadsheets
provided the information needed regarding the title, author, and school for each paper.
The online catalog (OPAC) record for each title was then printed to provide the call
numbers and subject headings.
Sample 2 consisted, eventually, of 123 dissertations, selected for purchase by
faculty and doctoral students requesters, taken from the lists provided by the SILS
librarian.  These lists were compiled according to the original gathering plan profile by
the publishing company (UMI) that supplies the library.  Title, author, school, degree,
and requester, and ranking information was collected from the lists and transferred to a
spreadsheet. Titles were searched in the online circulation system (DRA) and each record
was printed in order to collect call number and subject heading information.  Some of the
titles that had been requested were not found in DRA and were eliminated from the
sample.
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Some, but not all, of the requesters included a rank with their name or initials for
the items based on their impression of the value of having the dissertation in the SILS
collection.  A ranking of 1 was the highest, denoting that the dissertation topic is in his or
her field of research interest.   A 2 rating signifies that there is some interest in the
research area that might lead to reading the item.  If the requester knows that someone
else is interested in the topic and would probably examine the book it is rated 3.  A 4
implies that it would be nice to have around if there is enough money in the budget.
A total of 130 of the requested dissertations were cataloged, including one item
that had a second copy listed.  Because it is rare to have additional copies of new
dissertations, both copies were noted to see if each circulated.  Items were then located in
the library and examined to record the names of advisors and departments in addition to
use data and date of acquisition.  All items in this sample that were not found and
examined were removed from the group because accurate use data could not be collected
and there were a sufficient number of records to compare with Sample 1.  This left a total
of 123 items included in Sample 2.
Another set of use data (Sample 3) was collected at the same time as that for
Sample 2.  Because the recent dissertations are all in a specific color of blue binding and
most are small books, they are easily distinguished from other monographs on the SILS
library shelves.  Call numbers and dates were checked against the items in Sample 2 to
avoid duplication of data collection.  The dissertations acquired after 1994 and not found
on the previous list composed Sample 3.  The use data for this group of titles, 75 in all,
was expected to correlate positively with that of Sample 2.
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The date due slip for each item found was examined to determine whether or not
the dissertation had been checked out through the regular circulation procedures.  The
presence of one or more date stamps verified that the monograph had been used and the
absence of a stamp was considered to indicate non-use.  The binary distinction of use
versus non-use is necessary to employ the 2 X 2 contingency table for term relevance
weighting and only this differentiation was made for the items in Sample 1.  The
approximate number of uses for the items in Samples 2 and 3 were recorded.  The
number of circulations were difficult to decipher on some of the date due slips.
A single circulation was considered to be a pair of date stamps, the first in black
ink designating a charge and the second in red ink designating a check-in.  If an
additional black ink stamp was found between a charge and check-in, this was recorded
as a renewal.  A small blue ink stamp indicated that the book had been erroneously
returned to and checked in at the main campus library.  Most often a red stamp was found
directly below this mark, indicating that the book had been routed to the SILS library and
checked in there.  If the red stamp was not found, the blue stamp was accepted as the
regular check-in mark. The preliminary pages and acknowledgments of the dissertations
were examined to determine the student’s major advisor and department.  All of the
information collected was then compiled into a master spreadsheet and separate files
were created for investigating the categories of descriptors. 
All but five of the dissertations in Sample 1 were found on the shelves.  Of these
five; one was charged out on the online circulation system, one was declared missing, and
three were not located.  It was decided that the items not found would be assumed to have
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been used at least one time.  The same items were unable to be located during the original
use study as well.
 DRA was not implemented until 1993 and consequently the books purchased in
the previous years did not have barcodes attached to the catalog records.  “On-the-fly”
records that were created when these items were first checked-out online would not allow
tracking by title until the catalog record was matched to the new barcode number.  It can
be argued that perhaps the papers that were not found were checked-out “on-the-fly” or
simply taken from the library without being properly charged out.
Because only examined tems were included in Samples 2 and 3, there was no
question of a book having circulated.  The Samples 1 and 2 were searched at least three
times each over the period of at least two years.  The data for Sample 1 was first collected
in 1994 and check in 1995 and 1996 whereas Sample 2 data was collected in 1997 and
checked in 1998 and 1999.  Many of the items in Sample 3 were only examined once, but
all except two had been allowed at least one year to circulate.
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Methods of Data Analysis
The raw circulation data was compiled for comparing the totals and percentages
of use and nonuse (binary distinction) for each sample in addition to the following
information for Samples 2 and 3:
1. Number of items circulating only in-house
2. Percentage of exclusive in-house circulation
3. Number of items circulating only by ILL
4. Percentage of  exclusive ILL circulation
Because of the extensive number of individual subject headings, advisors, and schools,
comparisons were made only between the most discriminating terms and the terms
receiving the lowest relevance values in each sample.  In addition, lists were compiled for
the advisors and schools in each sample to identify which of these descriptors, if any,
appeared in more than one sample and to compare use for the matching descriptors.  For
these comparisons and those mentioned below the information for each sample was
divided by category of descriptors and organized on spreadsheets.
The definitions for the contingency table were altered to fit the application of
characteristics from the dissertations. The relevance theory, upon which Robertson and
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Sparck Jones built their relevance weighting formula, was changed conceptually for the
purpose of this study.  The premise was changed from rel vance or nonrelevance of a
document that did or id not contain a specific search term to use or nonuse of a
dissertation that has or lacks a specific characteristic.
Shaw (1995), a former faculty member at SILS, developed additional formulas for
computing relevance weights that produce more accurate retrieval performance when
undefined terms are encountered.  The Fortran program he wrote to compute relevance
weights was used in this study to assign weights to the descriptors.  In order to use the
program, the use data for Sample 2 was converted to 1’s and 0’s  to produce the binary
distinction.  The relevance weighting program reads in a three-column list of data in a tab
delineated text file and three figures representing the total number of documents (N), the
number of relevant documents (R), and the total number of records being entered.  The
data for Samples 1 and 2 was converted to a three-column list of records composed of a
number representing the document in the first column, a 1 or 0 indicating use (1) or
nonuse (0) in the second column, and the term to be weighted in the third column. (See
example in Appendix A)  The formulas for computing term relevance weights and an
explanation of the variable designations follow:
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Shaw’s formulas
Term Relevance Weighting Annotation
      Used    Not Used       Total
Number of
items with
characteristic
        rk       dk - rk         dk
Number of
items w/o
characteristic
     R - rk  N-R-(dk -rk)      N - dk
     Total         R       N - R         N
        Term Relevance Weighting  2 X 2 Contingency Table
Definitions:
N  =  the total number of documents
R   =  the total number of relevant documents
pk  =   rk/ R  or,  the probability that characteristic k appears in a used item
uk  =   (dk- rk)/ (N-R)  or,  the probability that characteristic k appears in a 
non-used item
dk  =  the total number of documents in which characteristic k appears
rk  =   the number of used documents in which characteristic k appears
Note:  A sample relevance weight computation and an example of the relevance 
       weighting program output is included in Appendix A.
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As is noted in Shaw’s formulas, variables produce undefined quantities in these cases:
 rk = 0,  rk = Nr,  dk-rk = 0, or  dk-rk = Nd-Nr .
The equation for term relevance weighting computes a ratio of the odds that a term (k)
will appear in a relevant (or in this case, used) document and a nonrelevant (unused)
document.  This odds ratio results in a value ranging from 0 to + ¥.  Applying the loge
function to the ratio shifts the result to a symmetrical scale for which values can range
from  - ¥  to  + ¥.  On this scale, 0 is the midpoint at which there is an even chance (1:1
ratio) that a term will appear in a used or an unused document.
Relevance weights were assigned to each school, major advisor, and subject
heading for the Samples 1 and 2 and to requesters in Sample 2.  The advisor names for
six of the dissertations in these two samples were not located or could not be ascertained
and thus weights for that characteristic could not be determined for those papers.  After
all of the relevance weights were assigned, ranked lists for each weighted characteristic
for both samples of dissertations and the requesters in Sample 2 were sorted in
descending order by the weights of the characteristics.  The subject heading values posed
a unique circumstance due to the fact that the number of terms describing a dissertation
could range from one to eight.  Each of the subject headings and its subdivisions provided
for a given paper were considered to be valuable information which could help to
differentiate between potentially “useful” and “nonuseful” dissertations. However, a
paper bearing only one subject heading with few or no subdivisions would presumably be
assigned a lower relevance weight than a paper with five descriptors if the totals of the
subject heading weights were compared.  The subject headings could have been limited
to one per dissertation, but then the positive or negative effect of the other descriptors
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would be lost and the choice of the most accurate descriptor would be in question.  It was
decided to assign weights to each descriptor listed on the catalog record and treat each
part of a subject heading equally as an individual descriptor.  Ranked lists of weightings
for both samples were produced for comparison.
The ranked lists of descriptors were compared to get an overall view of the
accuracy of the different characteristic’s ability to discriminate between probable or
predicted usefulness.  A reliable predictor would produce a ranked list of papers in which
usage correlates with higher (positive) relevance weights and non-usage correlates to
negative weights.  In an ideal situation there would be no overlap between the used and
unused dissertations and the dividing line would occur at the point of zero.  This balanced
output should conveniently allow the researcher to visually inspect the distribution of the
weighted items to determine the precision of the descriptors.
The statistic of correlation measures the relationship between two data sets and is
used (a) to determine whether or not the ranges of the data move dependently or
independently of each other and (b) to describe the degree of the relationship.  The larger
the value of the coefficient, the more dependent the relationship between the variables.  A
positive coefficient indicates that the large values of one set of data correspond to the
large values in the other data set.  The results of a high positive correlation coefficient in
the present study (for Samples 2 and 3) would indicate that the descriptor being analyzed
is associated with items that are frequently used. Correlation coefficients were computed
with the use of the CORREL function in the Excel spreadsheet program. The correlation
between term weights for Sample 1 and use in Sample 2, and term weights for Sample 2
and use in Sample 3 were computed for the following:.
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1. Advisors and use for all items
2. Advisors and use for items with matching advisors
3. Schools and use for all items
4. Schools and use for items with matching schools
5. Subject headings and use for all items
6. Subject headings and use for items with matching headings
Computing the two different coefficients for the descriptors, as listed above, is
recommended in case there is little overlap between the data sets.  The items without
matching descriptor weights are assigned weighting values of 0 beca se the weighted
terms would not have been able to predict use or nonuse for these items.  In addition to
those listed above, correlation coefficients were computed for requester weights and use
in Sample 2.  The requester rankings were also compared to item use.
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Results
General Summary
The raw data for the number of dissertations used and not used for each sample is
presented in the table below.  It should be noted that the use data for Sample 1 was
collected in 1996 and has not been updated since that time.  The total use for these
documents may have changed but the reason for including the data is to compare the
relevance weights computed at that time to current use patterns.  Because only binary
statistics were collected, no specific use data is available for the 1996 study, therefore the
figures from the original analysis are used to compare in-house and ILL circulation.  The
proportion of document use in the original study was 64%.  Circulation information for
seven documents were omitted from the original use study because they were not located.
In the follow up study four of these seven were examined and found to have been used,
one was examined and not used, and two were still missing but assumed used.
The data indicate an increase in the percentage of dissertation use for the samples
(2 and 3) that were requested by faculty and doctoral students over that of the sample (1)
acquired through the gathering plan, as was expected.  The percentage of SILS
circulations has also risen and the ratio of circulations exclusively through ILL has been
reduced.  The increase dissertation use indicates that the requesters are more reliable
predictors of use than the terms that were used previously to define the gathering plan.
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Raw Use Data Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3
Total Items 100 123 75
Total Used Items 75 101 58
% of Use 75% 82% 77%
Items Charged Only through SILS 26* 52 29
% Charged Only through SILS 26%* 42% 39%
% of Used Items  "   "   "   " 40%* 51% 50%
Items Charged Only through ILL 23* 23 12
% Charged Only through ILL 23%* 19% 16%
% of Used Items  "   "   "   " 35%* 22% 20%
*Data from Original Study-based on 64% Total Use
A list of  descriptors and their term relevance weights wer  produced for Samples
1 and 2.  Sample 1 provided 295 ranked descriptors and Sample 2 provided 385.  An
examination of  the highest ranking descriptors or terms in Sample 1 shows that the
highest weight (7.085) was assigned to a school, the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (UIUC).  Eight dissertations in the sample were written by UIUC students
and all eight items were used.  The five descriptors receiving the next highest weight
(6.7679) included one school, the University of California at Berkeley (UCB), and four
subject headings.  These subject headings were database searching, information retrieval,
information services, and information storage and retrieval systems.  Each of these terms
was found in six dissertations that were used.  The subject headings automatio and
bibliographical citations appeared in five used items each and were given the weight of
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6.5712.  The next highest weight (6.3339) was assigned to the terms ata proc ssing,
libraries, online bibliographic searching , a d the University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA) which were each descriptive of four used dissertations.
The highest relevance weights are assigned to the terms which appear in a
relatively large number of used (or relevant) documents.  A term which is found in many
used documents and one unused (onrelevant) document receives a much lower
relevance weight and therefore the term’s ability to predict use (relevance) is much lower
also.  The lowest relevance weights are given to the terms which appear only in unused
documents.  Thus the terms appearing in the highest number of nonrelevant documents
receive the lowest relevance weight.  For the purpose of this study, those descriptors
characterizing four or more used and zero unused dissertations are considered to be
highly discriminating positive terms.  Because the sample sizes vary, the relevance
weights for such terms in different samples will have been assigned different values, but
the probability of a descriptor appearing in four or more dissertations, all of which were
used, is small.  This cutoff point also provides a reasonable number of terms to examine
for this investigation.  The lowest relevance weights for both samples were assigned to
descriptors that appeared only in two unused documents.  Because there were very few
terms (five) in either sample receiving this weight and 58 terms in both samples that
appeared in only one unused dissertation, the descriptors found only in two unused items
will be considered highly discriminating negative terms.
In Sample 1 there were four descriptors, one advisor and three subject heading
subdivisions, that each appeared only in two unused dissertations and received the weight
–6.7679.  The fact that the subdivision terms can be either very specific or very general in
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nature causes the investigator to question the decision to include them in the relevance
weighting procedure.  The three lowest ranking subdivisions are esign and construction,
Florida, and Tanzania.  The validity of including such descriptors for relevance weights is
discussed in the next section.  It is assumed here that the low weight indicates that a
dissertation described by such terms is unlikely to be used in the SILS library.
 The relevance weighting for Sample 2 generated two descriptors that appeared in
12 used items, producing a weight of 7.6206.  These descriptors were earching behavior
and the Rutgers University.  The subject heading, information technology, found in 10
used dissertations, received the weight of 7.416.  The eight documents from the State
University of New York at Buffalo (SUNY-Buffalo) were all used, producing a weight of
7.1711 for this descriptor.  The subject headings public libraries and school libraries were
found in six used documents and received relevance weights of 6.8622.  Five used
dissertations were described by the terms acade ic libraries, management information
systems, and the University of Toronto (U Toronto).  These terms were given the weight
6.6694. Seven descriptors were assigned the relevance weight 6.4359, having been found
in four used items each.  These terms are; hum n-computer interaction, medicine, online
bibliographic searching, school librarians, the University of Minnesota (U Minn),
Syracuse University (Syracuse U), and Ronald E. Rice (an advisor).  The subject heading
expert systems (computer science) was the only descriptor in Sample 2 found in two
unused dissertations and received the weight –7.3217.
The only descriptor that received a high positive relevance weight (found in four
or more used dissertations) in both samples was on ine bibliographic searching.  Six of
the highly discriminating terms from Sample 1 were found only in used items in Sample
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2, but were below the limit defined earlier.  The heading libraries appeared in three used
documents.  Two used items each were characterized by the descriptors bibliographical
citations, database searching, information services, and UCLA.  The subject heading
subdivision automation was found in one used item.  The heading expert systems was
also assigned a negative weight in Sample 1 because is appeared in only one unused
document.
Relevance weights were assigned to a total of 14 schools, 66 advisors, and 215
subject headings in Sample 1; and 26 schools, 117 advisors, and 242 subject headings in
Sample 2.  Considering the ratio of subject headings to other terms in each sample, it is
not surprising that more subject headings received high positive and high negative
relevance weights than the other descriptor types.  However, it is significant that three
schools in Sample 1 and five schools in Sample 2 received high positive relevance
weights because the number of schools represent only 5% and 7% of each sample
respectively.  Also, schools (UIUC and Rutgers) received the highest weights in Sample
1 and Sample 2.  These schools however did not receive high positive weights across
both samples.  One advisor received a high positive weight in Sample 2 and a different
advisor received a high negative weight in Sample 1.   Neither of these particular advisor
descriptors were found in the other weighted samples, therefore no comparison can be
made across the samples in this case.
There were a number of inconsistencies between the relevance weights for the
same descriptors in the two different samples.  Some terms that were assigned high
positive weights in Sample 1 were given low or negative weights for Sample 2.  Among
these descriptors were the schools UIUC and UCB and the headings data proces ing and
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information storage and retrieval systems.  Of the four descriptors in Sample 1 that
received the lowest relevance weight (-6.7679); three were not found in Sample 2
dissertations and one (i.e., the subject heading subdivision Flori a) appeared in one used
document in Sample 2, producing a weight of 5.0191.   A more detailed comparison of
the highest and lowest relevance weights as well as a listing of weights for terms that
appeared in both samples are presented in Appendix B.
Analysis of School Descriptors
Examining the relevance weights for the schools shows that five of the terms in
Sample 1 appeared only in used items, but there were no school descriptors that received
no use.  The highest negative weight assigned was  –1.587 to the University of Pittsburgh
(Pitt).  Sample 2, however, had two school descriptors that received no use.  The
University of Missouri at Columbia and the University of Pennsylvania were school
descriptors for one item each that was unused and were assigned a term relevance weight
of –6.5798.  There were 14 school descriptors in Sample 2 that appeared only in used
items.  The five terms receiving high positive relevance values were mentioned above
and the remaining nine terms were only found in one or two used documents, making
them fairly insignificant in terms of ability to predict dissertation use.
As noted earlier, there were inconsistencies found between the weights assigned
to the same school in different samples.  A total of 13 school descriptors were found in
both weighted samples.  Consistent patterns of use were discovered for five of these
schools, of which UCLA and SUNY-Buffalo described only used items.  These two
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descriptors have been good indicators of dissertation use in the past and should be
considered possible predictors of future use.
No school descriptors indicated consistently low use but UIUC and Pitt both
showed a high degree of variance in dissertation use across the weighted samples. U
Minn was an inconsistent indicator of use, but this descriptor did not appear in as great a
number of documents as UIUC and Pitt.  Therefore, the degree of variance is not nearly
as high for U Minn.  The results suggest that neither the descriptor UIUC nor Pi t should
be considered singly as predictors of future dissertation use or nonuse.
Relevance weights were not computed for Sample 3, however by examining the
number of occurrences of a descriptor and the use or nonuse of the items characterized by
that descriptor, an analysis can be made of common terms in the samples.  Descriptor
comparisons for Samples 2 and 3 were made in order to study the validity of Sample 2
term relevance weights as possible predictors of dissertation use.
Eighteen matching school descriptors were found in Samples 2 and 3.  The two
school descriptors Drexel University (Drexel U) and Florida State University (FSU) were
found in four used dissertations each in Sample 3 and would have received the highest
relevance weights for this sample.  FSU, however, received negative weights in both
Samples 1 and 2, and Drexel received a negative weight in Sample 2 and did not appear
in Sample 1.  These results do not provide sufficient information to measure the
usefulness of these descriptors as predictors of future use.  The descriptor U Toronto,
which was assigned a high positive relevance weight in Sample 2, described two used
dissertations in Sample 3 and appears to be an indicator of possible future use.  UCLA
and Boston University (Boston U) appeared in a small number of used dissertations for
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both samples and although the relevance weights for these terms are not in the high
positive range, they are consistent and positive.  UCLA was a assigned a high positive
weight for Sample 1 and has described only used dissertations across all three samples.
This suggests that it would be a reliable predictor of future dissertation use.  Because the
descriptor Boston U appeared in only one used item in Samples 2 and 3 and was not
found in any Sample 1 dissertations, it cannot be considered a very reliable predictor of
use.
The term Syracuse U received a high positive relevance weight in Sample 2 but
appeared only in two unused dissertations in Sample 3, suggesting that it is not a
consistent predictor of item use.  Rutgers had received a high positive weight in Sample
2, a low positive weight in Sample 1, and appeared in one used and one unused
dissertation in Sample 3.  These data suggest that Rutgers is questionable as an indicator
of future use.  The school descriptor Pitt was found in one used and two unused
dissertations in Sample 3, which confirms that it is not a reliable indicator of use.  None
of the other matching descriptors in these two samples revealed notable patterns for
predicting item use or nonuse.
Analysis of Advisor Descriptors
 None of the advisor descriptors from Sample 1 received high positive relevance
weights but 44 of the 66 terms appeared in only used documents.  One of these (i.e.,
Zweizig) was found in 3 used dissertations, eight were found in two used items and 35
were characteristic of one used dissertation each.  Zweizig received a weight of 6.0322
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and was the only term in this sample that could have any significant ability for predicting
future use.
As was mentioned above, one advisor (Rice) in Sample 2 was assigned a high
positive relevance value.  Another advisor in this sample (i.e., Cortez) appeared in three
used and no unused dissertations and was assigned a relevance weight of 6.1379.  There
were a total of 117 advisor descriptors in Sample 2.  Five terms were found only in two
used items and 88 were found only in one used item each.  For the entire sample, 81% of
the descriptors were found only in used dissertations but 75% had no significant ability to
predict dissertation use.  The fact that there were no high negative relevance weights in
Sample 2 and only one in Sample 1 suggests that the advisor descriptor is not likely to
have any value as a term that can discriminate between future use or nonuse.
Further comparison between Samples 1 and 2 shows there were 13 advisor
descriptors common to both and eight of these had consistently positive relevance
weights.  Each of the terms B aunstein, R. Budd, T. Hart, Harter, Kimmel, Rasmussen,
Serebnick, and Soergel appeared in only used dissertations.  H rter, Kimmel, and Soergel
were each found in two used documents in Sample 1 and one used document in Sample
2.  The other five appeared in only one used dissertation in both samples.  Harter,
Kimmel, and Soergel could have some predictive ability for future dissertation use.  One
other term showed a pattern of both use and nonuse, indicating that this descriptor would
have little predictive ability.
Comparing advisor descriptors for all of the samples, only two terms appeared in
all three samples.  Neither of the descriptors, Buckland nor DePew, showed a consistent
use pattern across the samples and, therefore, neither could be relied upon to reliably
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predict document use.  A total of 10 advisor terms were found in both Samples 2 and 3,
of which five appeared in only one used document in each sample.  The other five
appeared in an unused document in one of the samples.  The descriptor Ronald Rice,
which was the only advisor term that received a high positive relevance weight in any of
the samples, was one of the five descriptors with an inconsistent use pattern and appeared
only in an unused dissertation in Sample 3.  There were no advisor descriptors found to
be highly reliable predictors of dissertation use or nonuse which supports the conclusions
of the previous study and an assumption made earlier that this characteristic should not be
included in a profile for dissertation selection.
Analysis of Subject Heading Descriptors
As was mentioned earlier, there were nine subject headings in Sample 1 that
received high positive relevance weights and three descriptors that received high negative
weights.  The only term that was assigned high positive weights in both Samples 1 and 2
also appeared in only two used items in Sample 3.  This descriptor, online b bli graphic
searching, stands out as the most likely term to predict future dissertation use.  Database
searching is another term which received a high positive relevance weight in Sample 1
and was found only in used documents in both Samples 2 and 3, though the descriptor
appeared in less than four dissertations in these later samples.  Among the other terms
that fit this same use pattern are information services, automation, and libraries.
The highest ranking descriptor in Sample 2, searching behavior, did not appear in
any of the items in Sample 1 and was found in one used and one unused dissertation in
Sample 3.  The term information technology, which also received a high positive
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relevance weight in Sample 2, appeared in one used dissertation in Sample 1 but was
found in four used and three unused items in the third sample.  These results suggest that
both of these descriptors have questionable predictive ability.  Two more descriptors
which were assigned highly discriminating weights in Sample 2 were not found in
Sample three items but appeared only in unused documents in Sample 1.  These terms
were school libraries and school librarians.
The descriptors academic libraries and public libraries received high positive
weights in Sample 2 and appeared only in used items in Sample 3 but appeared in both
used and unused documents in Sample 1.  The remaining two terms that appeared in four
or more used items in Sample 2 were not found in Sample 1 but were found only in used
dissertations is Sample 3.  One of these descriptors was the subject heading medi ine,
which is not a descriptor that would be an obvious indicator of dissertation use in the
SILS library.  The fact that this term describes used items suggests that doctoral studies
involving medical information have a high probability of circulating at SILS.  The other
descriptor indicated above was management information systems, which is a fairly new
subject heading that appeared in seven used documents in Sample 3.  Such new
descriptors are probably an indication of current and future trends in the information and
library science fields and should be remembered when selecting dissertation titles.
The subject heading subdivision Florida, which received the lowest relevance
weight in Sample 1, appeared in one used dissertation in Sample 2 and was not found in
any Sample 3 documents.  Similarly, the descriptor N w York was found in one used and
one unused dissertation in Sample 1 and only one used dissertation in Sample 2 while the
term  New York (State) described only used documents in both Samples 1 and 2.  These
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conflicting results suggest that a geographical subdivision has very little ability for
predicting dissertation use in SILS.
The new subject heading expert systems (computer science) was consistent in
both Samples 1 and 2 in predicting nonuse, but the term appears in one used item in
Sample 3.  The fact that this heading is accompanied by the qualifier computer science
may imply that a document described by the term is too technical for some readers who
are unfamiliar with computers.  Other readers may not know what an expert system is or
does and are not interested in the subject.  The absence of the subject heading computers
in the first two samples also indicates that this has not been a popular dissertation topic in
the past.  However, the term is found in three used documents in the third sample and
each of these items had been checked out twice at the time of this study.  Computers an
expert systems ight be two of those subjects that will become increasingly popular for
dissertation research in the future.
Analysis of Requester Descriptors
Requester data were only collected for Sample 2 a comparison of weights and use
to nonuse was made between items within this sample.  Seven requester descriptors were
assigned high positive relevance weights and the two highest ranking terms had a request
rating of 1.  These highest ranking terms were found in eight used dissertations.  One of
these terms described the dissertation that received the most uses (nine) out of the entire
sample and all but one of the items was used more than once.  The other requester
descriptor was found in five documents that circulated more than one time.  These data
suggest that each of the highest ranking terms are reliable predictors of dissertation use.
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Four requester terms appeared in five used it ms each.  One of these had a request
rating of 1, two had a rating of 2, and the other had a rating of 3.  At least three of the
documents described by each of the terms with a rating of 1 or 2 c rculated more than one
time.  The only other high positive weight was assigned to a descriptor with a 4 ranking
and two of the dissertations characterized by this term were used more than once.  A
closer examination of the relevance weights for requester descriptors revealed that none
of the terms that were given a 1 rating appeared only in unused documents and only two
appeared in one unused dissertation each.  This general observation suggests that the
requester descriptors should provide a good indication of predicted future dissertation use
and the SILS librarian could use this information when making the selection decisions.  A
complete list of requester descriptor use data and relevance weights have been presented
to the SILS librarian so she can review these results.
Correlation Coefficients
Five correlation coefficients each were computed for the school, advisor, and
subject heading descriptors. Four of these statistics compare the relationships between
descriptor weights and use of the items containing the descriptors across the samples to
determine whether or not a term consistently predicts use or nonuse of the dissertations in
which it appears.  The fifth correlation compares the term relevance weights assigned to
Samples 1 and 2 for each type of descriptor.
A correlation coefficient of +1 would indicate that the highest term relevance
values are associated with the highest rates of dissertation use and as the weights
decrease, the use also decreases. In the cases of the comparison of two term weights in
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different samples, a perfect correlation would indicate that high positive relevance values
are associated with a high number of used documents for each descriptor in both samples.
Correlation coefficients representing the following relationships are presented in the table
below:  (a) Sample 1 term relevance weights and number of uses for documents with
matching descriptors in Sample 2, (b) Sample 1 term relevance weights and use or
nonuse of documents with matching descriptors in Sample 2, (c) Sample 2 term relevance
weights and number of uses for documents with matching descriptors in Sample 3, (d)
Sample 2 term relevance weights and use or nonuse of documents with matching
descriptors in Sample 3.  The comparison of relevance weights for Samples 1 and 2 are
also included in the table.
Correlation Coefficient Table
School
Descriptors
Advisor
Descriptor
s
Subject
Heading
Descriptors
# of
Uses
 -0.0341    0.2046      -0.0357
Sample 1
Weights
&
Sample 2
Use
Binary
Use  -0.2093   -0.0574       0.0477
# of
Uses
 -0.3969   -0.5246       0.0333
Sample 2
Weights
&
Sample 3
Use
Binary
Use  -0.3248   -0.4126       0.0268
Sample 1 & 2
Weights
 -0.2479   -0.1077       0.1016
The correlation coefficient for the comparison of term relevance weights assigned
to Samples 1 and 2 indicate that there is very little consistency in the use of documents
with the same school and advisor descriptors across the two samples.  The fact that these
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figures are negative numbers suggests that use of a dissertation in Sample 1 with a certain
advisor or school descriptor predicts nonuse of a dissertation having the same descriptor
in Sample 2.  These two statistics indicate that term relevance weights assigned to the
advisor and schools characterizing a dissertation have very little meaning and should not
be used when selecting documents for purchase.
The correlation between subject heading weights for Samples 1 and 2 is
somewhat greater than for the other two types of descriptors due to the fact that the
number is positive.  The positive figure reveals that dissertations in one sample with a
particular subject heading is likely to be used if a document in the other sample with the
same subject heading was used.  The correlation coefficient, however, does not explain
why there is a positive or negative relationship between two sets of data: it only
demonstrates that the relationship exists.  It is a logical assumption that documents with
the same or similar subject headings would be charged out of the library by individuals
who are interested in or performing research on that topic.  This assumption is, in fact,
the basis for many collection development decisions.
The results from the other comparisons of use to subject headings show that the
relationships are very small, but most are positive.  The negative coefficient for the
number of item uses and relevance weights for Samples 1 and 2 indicates that, at least for
these two data sets, a high subject heading relevance weight was not associated with a
high number of circulations.  Because this correlation produced a low negative value, the
relationship is not considered to be significant.  The positive values for the comparisons
between use and subject headings do support the assumption that a positive relevance
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weights correlate with document use, but again the small values denote a weak
relationship between the two variables.
An examination of the data sets on which the statistics are based reveal the reason
for the low correlation values.  For the correlation between use and nonuse of Sample 2
items and Sample 1 subject heading weights, six negatively weighted terms appear in
used documents and two high positively weighted terms appear in unused documents.
This example is for one of the higher correlation coefficients presented in the table.  The
comparisons for data sets producing lower coefficients contain a much greater number of
“mismatched” weight and use variables.
The computed correlation coefficients for the data collected regarding advisor
descriptors have a wide degree of variance that can be explained by nature of the data
sets.  Samples 1 and 2 had only 14 advisor descriptors in common and Samples 2 and 3
had only 9, therefore the comparisons were for very small data sets.  Only two of the
matching advisor descriptors had negative weights assigned to them and only three of the
14 documents were unused. For the comparison of the number of uses per item with the
descriptor weight, even though both negatively weighted descriptors were associated with
used items, the high negative weight was compared with a document receiving only one
use and the low negatively weighted item received two uses.  In addition, the three
unused documents were associated with positively weighted descriptors but the
remaining weights and uses correlated highly.  The low correlation of the mismatched
data caused the overall correlation coefficient to be low.  The binary use data, however,
did not allow for the same compensation for the small amount of use by the high
negatively weighted descriptor and the coefficient reflects this difference.
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The correlation results for the school, advisor, and subject heading descriptor
weights and document use provide support for the analyses made earlier.  A number of
school descriptors receiving high positive relevance weights in one sample characterized
unused documents in another sample and a comparison of the two samples produced
negative correlation coefficients.  The fact that descriptor weights were inconsistent in
their ability to predict document use caused the figures to be low.  Further discussion of
the correlation coefficients follows in the next section.
Correlation coefficients were also produced for the requester descriptors and use
collected for Sample 2.  The coefficient for the relationship between requester relevance
weight and the number of uses for each requested document was 0.3483 and the
coefficient for requester weight and binary use was 0.3715.  These two correlation
coefficients are the highest positive figures of the ones computed and indicate that the
requester descriptors are the most reliable of the terms that were examined for predicting
dissertation use.  The strength of the correlation, however, is not very high and suggests
that the requester choices can serve as basis for the selection decisions.
It is important to note that the binary use data was expected to correlate fairly well
with the descriptor weights because the weights are assigned on the basis of the binary
distinction of use and nonuse for these same documents.  However, the fact that the
correlation for the number of uses per item was very close to the correlation for binary
use indicates that the descriptors have some degree of validity as predictors of multiple
item uses in addition to reliably distinguishing between use and nonuse.  These results
suggest that the current procedure for dissertation selection (i.e., through faculty and
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doctoral student requests) is the most reliable method available at this time for increasing
the circulation percentage of documents in this area of the collection.
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Discussion
This study was designed to test the reliability of term relevance weights as
predictors of dissertation use.  As an added benefit the results provided the SILS librarian
with current circulation information for the dissertation collection and feedback on the
current dissertation selection procedures.  The results indicated that on the whole, the
relevance weights assigned to school, advisor, and subject heading descriptors were not
reliable predictors of dissertation circulation.  Correlation coefficients comparing the
descriptor weight to document use varied greatly between the samples tested and the
values were generally very low and, in most cases, negative.
The study also attempted to provide alternative selection terms to define the SILS
dissertation gathering plan which has been replaced by selection by faculty and doctoral
student requesters.  The circulation statistics gathered for this research show that the new
selection procedure has positively affected dissertation use and is an effective substitute
for the previous method.  The requester information was gathered for one of the study
samples and compared to use rates for the documents that were selected.  The correlation
coefficients produced by the comparisons were consistent and positive, but not especially
high.  Examination of the use for items with certain descriptors, however, showed that a
few individual requester, school, and subject heading descriptors were consistently
associated with used dissertations.  These specific terms could be
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compiled to generate a list of “high use” descriptors that could be consulted by the
librarian when making selection decisions.
By attempting to include all “relevant” descriptors (i.e., all terms that appear in
used dissertations) in this study, any terms that could be use to discriminate between
“useful” and “nonuseful” dissertations were buried in the multitude of other descriptors
and had to be searched out.  The number of subject heading descriptors were greater than
the number of advisor and school descriptors combined and the geographical subdivision
terms were unnecessarily included in each of the samples.  It was discovered in the
preliminary study that some subdivisions (e.g., de ign and construction, testing, and
United States) were of little value by themselves in discriminating between used and
unused documents.  The author hypothesized that including subject heading subdivisions,
both general and specific, would provide a more complete description of the dissertation
topics that did and did not circulate.  A better solution would have been to join some of
the general subdivision to the main headings they modified to achieve more accurate
relevance weights.  This solution, however, was not practical in light of the limitations of
the term relevance weighting program.
A problem was encountered with the term relevance weighting program because
it was intended to assign weights to unique single-word terms in the CF database and
only read in 20 characters per term. Most of the descriptors receiving weights consisted
of more than one word and some of the subject headings were much longer than 20
characters.  In addition, commas and spaces were considered to denote the end of a term
and therefore it was necessary to modify all the descriptors containing two or more
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words.  Some terms were not sufficiently changed and erroneous term weights had to be
found and, in some cases, recomputed.
The results of this study indicated that the field of informati n and library science
is quickly becoming more technology oriented and has grown considerably in the past 10
years.  The reason for collecting current dissertation research has also become the
explanation for why it is so hard to select dissertations for the SILS library patrons.
Dissertation selection and, indeed, all collection development decisions depend on the
needs of the user and these needs are constantly growing and changing.  Even if a new
gathering plan profile could be compiled from terms generated by this study, the librarian
would need to perform a use study regularly to update the list of terms on the profile and
to verify that the patrons’ needs are being met.  It is recommended that the SILS librarian
review the list of reliable requester and subject heading descriptors which might serve as
a basis for future dissertation selection decisions.  However, it is also important to scan
the scholarly periodicals and publisher lists in addition to talking with faculty members in
order to keep abreast of the current research topics.
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Appendix A
Example 1:  3 column list of terms to be weighted
15 1 Searching_behavior
15 1 Selling
15 1 Case_studies
15 1 Sound_recordings
16 0 Uof_North_Texas
16 0 Vedder,Richard
16 0 Business_presentations
16 0 Audio-visual_aids
16 0 Graphic_methods
16 0 Color_computer_graphics
17 1 Uof_Michigan
Example 2:  Relevance weighting program output
N_d N_r d_k r_k tr_k ID TERM
123 101 1 1 5.0191 59 Collection_developme
123 101 2 1 -1.5606 60 College_librarians
123 101 1 1 5.0191 61 College_students
123 101 1 0 -6.5798 62 Color_computer_graph
123 101 1 1 5.0191 63 Comm.in_library_admi
123 101 1 1 5.0191 64 Comm.in_the_social_s
123 101 4 3 -0.4418 65 Communication
123 101 1 1 5.0191 66 Communication&techno
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Example 3:  Relevance weight computation for the term college librarians:
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Appendix B
Comparison of high-low weights for Samples 1 & 2
Sample 1 Schools d_k
Occur
s
r_k
Uses
tr_k
Weights
U. of Illinois at Urbana-Champ. 8 8 7.085
U. of California at Berkeley 6 6 6.7679
U. of California at Los Angeles4 4 6.3339
SUNY/Buffalo 2 2 5.6129
U. of Texas at Austin 2 2 5.6129
University of Michigan 6 4 -0.434
U. of Wisconsin & U. of
Wisconsin-M
9 6 -0.4499
Florida State U. 12 7 -0.8873
University of Minnesota 2 1 -1.126
U. of Pittsburgh 19 9 -1.587
Sample 2 Schools d_k
Occurs
r_k
Uses
tr_k
Weights
Rutgers 12 12 7.6206
SUNY-Buffalo 8 8 7.1711
Uof_Toronto 5 5 6.6694
Syracuse_U 4 4 6.4359
Uof_Minnesota 4 4 6.4359
Uof_California-Los 2 2 5.7223
Uof_Maryland-College 2 2 5.7223
Uof_Pittsburgh 2 2 5.7223
Uof_California-Berke 5 3 -1.1838
Drexel_U 4 2 -1.5994
Uof_Western_Ontario 5 2 -2.0561
Uof_Illinois-Urbana- 4 1 -2.7593
Uof_Missouri-Columbi 1 0 -6.5798
Uof_Pennsylvania 1 0 -6.5798
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Comparison of high-low weights for Samples 1 & 2
Subject Headings  Sample 1
TERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Used
tr_k
Weight
Database searching 6 6 6.7679
Information retrieval 6 6 6.7679
Information services 6 6 6.7679
Information storage & retrieval sys 6 6 6.7679
Automation 5 5 6.5712
Bibliographical citations 5 5 6.5712
Data processing 4 4 6.3339
Libraries 4 4 6.3339
Online bibliographic searching 4 4 6.3339
Library orientation 3 3 6.0322
Reference services 3 3 6.0322
Research 3 3 6.0322
Design & construction 2 0 -6.7679
Florida 2 0 -6.7679
Tanzania 2 0 -6.7679
   Subject Headings  Sample 2
TERM
d_k Occursr_k Used tr_k Weight
Searching_behavior 12 12 7.6206
Information_technolo 10 10 7.416
Public_libraries 6 6 6.8622
School_libraries 6 6 6.8622
Academic_libraries 5 5 6.6694
Management_info.syst 5 5 6.6694
Human-computer_inter 4 4 6.4359
Medicine 4 4 6.4359
Online_biblio.search 4 4 6.4359
School_librarians 4 4 6.4359
Administration 3 3 6.1379
Attitudes 3 3 6.1379
Decision_support_sys 3 3 6.1379
Info.resources_mgt. 3 3 6.1379
Instruct.materials personnel 3 3 6.1379
Libraries 3 3 6.1379
Organizational_chang 3 3 6.1379
Relevance 3 3 6.1379
Expert_systems(Compu 2 0 -7.3217
Comparison of high-low weights for Samples 1 & 2
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Sample 1 Advisors Sample 2 Advisors
TERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Used
tr_k
Weight
TERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Used
tr_k
Weight
Zweizig, Douglas 3 3 6.0322 Rice 4 4 6.4359
Auld, Lawrence W.S. 2 2 5.6129 Cortez 3 3 6.1379
Buckland, Michael K. 2 2 5.6129 Hiltz 2 2 5.7223
Edmonds, Leslie 2 2 5.6129 Marchionini 2 2 5.7223
Harter, Stephen P. 2 2 5.6129 Sanders 2 2 5.7223
Kidd, Jerry S. 2 2 5.6129 Valacich 2 2 5.7223
Kimmel, Margaret M. 2 2 5.6129 Windsor 2 2 5.7223
Molz, R. Kathleen 2 2 5.6129 Andriole 1 0 -6.5798
Soergel, Dagobert 2 2 5.6129 Blum 1 0 -6.5798
Almagno, R. 1 0 -6.032 Buckland 1 0 -6.5798
Almagno, Stephen 1 0 -6.032 Cheng 1 0 -6.5798
DePew, John N. 1 0 -6.032 Fyfe 1 0 -6.5798
Diner, Hasia 1 0 -6.032 Honeyman 1 0 -6.5798
Jahoda, Gerald 1 0 -6.032 Il-Yeol_Song 1 0 -6.5798
Kells, Herbert R. 1 0 -6.032 Kimbrough 1 0 -6.5798
Leslie, David 1 0 -6.032 Lancaster 1 0 -6.5798
McCarthy, Donald J. 1 0 -6.032 Leake 1 0 -6.5798
Nelson, Glenn 1 0 -6.032 Mann 1 0 -6.5798
Swanson, Richard A. 1 0 -6.032 Naughton 1 0 -6.5798
Thompson, Susan O. 1 0 -6.032 O'Brien 1 0 -6.5798
Trezza, Alphonse F. 1 0 -6.032 Ross 1 0 -6.5798
Walker, Richard D. 1 0 -6.032 Sheldon 1 0 -6.5798
Williams, James G. 1 0 -6.032 Smith, Linda C. 1 0 -6.5798
Josey, E.J. 2 0 -6.768 Speechley 1 0 -6.5798
Vedder 1 0 -6.5798
Weingand 1 0 -6.5798
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Matching Descriptor Weights
School Comparison
Sample 1 School Weights Sample 2 School Weights
TERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Used
tr_k    WeightTERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Uses
tr_k
Weights
Florida State U 12 7 -0.8873 Florida State U 13 10 -0.3624
Indiana U 9 8 1.0528 Indiana U 10 9 0.72
Rutgers 9 8 1.0528 Rutgers 12 12 7.6206
SUNY-Buffalo 2 2 5.6129 SUNY-Buffalo 8 8 7.1711
UC-B 6 6 6.7679 UC-B 5 3 -1.1838
UCLA 4 4 6.3339 UCLA 2 2 5.7223
UIUC 8 8 7.085 UIUC 4 1 -2.7593
Uof Maryland 6 5 0.539 Uof Maryland 2 2 5.7223
Uof Michigan 6 4 -0.434 Uof Michigan 9 8 0.5914
Uof Minnesota 2 1 -1.126 Uof Minnesota 4 4 6.4359
Uof Pittsburgh 19 9 -1.587 Uof Pittsburgh 2 2 5.7223
Uof Texas-Austin 2 2 5.6129 Uof Texas-Austin 6 4 -0.8858
Uof Wisc & UW-M 9 6 -0.4499 Uof Wisc & UW-M 9 7 -0.2948
Advisor Comparison
Sample 1 Advisors Sample 2 Advisors
TERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Used
tr_k    WeightTERM d_k
Occurs
r_k
Used
tr_k
Weight
Blazek, R. 6 5 0.539 Blazek 2 1 -1.5606
Braunstein, Y. 1 1 4.9062 Braunstein 1 1 5.0191
Buckland, M.K. 2 2 5.6129 Buckland 1 0 -6.5798
Budd, R. 1 1 4.9062 Budd, R. 1 1 5.0191
DePew, J.N. 1 0 -6.0322 DePew 1 1 5.0191
Hart, T.L. 1 1 4.9062 Hart 1 1 5.0191
Harter, S.P. 2 2 5.6129 Harter 1 1 5.0191
Kimmel, M.M. 2 2 5.6129 Kimmel 1 1 5.0191
Lancaster, F.W. 1 1 4.9062 Lancaster 1 0 -6.5798
Rasmussen, E. 1 1 4.9062 Rasmussen 1 1 5.0191
Robbins, J.B. 3 2 -0.4193 Robbins 1 1 5.0191
Serebnick, J. 1 1 4.9062 Serebnick 1 1 5.0191
Soergel, D. 2 2 5.6129 Soergel 1 1 5.0191
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Subject Heading Comparison
Sample 1 Subject Headings Sample 2 Subject Headings
TERM Occurs Used Weight TERM Occurs Used Weight
Academic libraries 13 10 0.1206 Academic_libraries 5 5 6.6694
Administration 8 5 -0.6466 Administration 3 3 6.1379
Attitudes 6 3 -1.1856 Attitudes 3 3 6.1379
Automation 5 5 6.5712 Automation 1 1 5.0191
Bibliographical citations 5 5 6.5712 Bibliographical_cita 2 2 5.7223
Bibliometrics 1 1 4.9062 Bibliometrics 1 1 5.0191
Books & reading 2 2 5.6129 Books_and_reading 1 0 -6.5798
Case studies 6 5 0.539 Case_studies 14 13 1.1321
College librarians 7 4 -0.884 College_librarians 2 1 -1.5606
College students 1 1 4.9062 College_students 1 1 5.0191
Communication in science 1 1 4.9062 Communication_in_sci 1 1 5.0191
Data processing 4 4 6.3339 Data_processing 4 3 -0.4418
Database searching 6 6 6.7679 Database_searching 2 2 5.7223
Decision support systems 1 1 4.9062 Decision_support_sys 3 3 6.1379
Decision-making 2 2 5.6129 Decision-making 2 2 5.7223
Elementary school libraries 1 1 4.9062 Elementary_school_li 1 1 5.0191
Evaluation 11 10 1.3063 Evaluation 2 2 5.7223
Expert systems (computer
science)
1 0 -6.0322 Expert_systems(Comp
u
2 0 -7.3217
Florida 2 0 -6.7679 Florida 1 1 5.0191
History 7 5 -0.1967 History 3 2 -0.8575
Human-computer
interaction
1 1 4.9062 Human-computer_inter 4 4 6.4359
Illinois 1 1 4.9062 Illinois 1 1 5.0191
Information retrieval 6 6 6.7679 Information_retrieva 15 13 0.3902
Information science 5 2 -1.6049 Information_science 1 0 -6.5798
Information services 6 6 6.7679 Information_services 2 2 5.7223
Information storage &
retrieval sys
6 6 6.7679 Info.storage&retriev 3 2 -0.8575
Information technology 1 1 4.9062 Information_technolo 10 10 7.416
Information theory 1 1 4.9062 Information_theory 1 0 -6.5798
Instructional materials
centers
1 1 4.9062 Instructional_materials
centers
1 1 5.0191
Instructional materials
personnel
1 1 4.9062 Instructional_materials
personnels
3 3 6.1379
Interlibrary loans 1 1 4.9062 Interlibrary_loans 1 1 5.0191
Leadership 1 0 -6.0322 Leadership 1 1 5.0191
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Subject Heading Comparison
(continued)
 Sample 1 Subject Headings   Occurs     Used       Weight             Sample 2  Subject Heading   Occurs   Used        Weight
Libraries 4 4 6.3339 Libraries 3 3 6.1379
Libraries & new literates 1 1 4.9062 Libraries_and_new_li 1 1 5.0191
Libraries and state 1 0 -6.0322 Libraries_and_state 1 1 5.0191
Library architecture 1 1 4.9062 Library_architecture 1 1 5.0191
Library cooperation 2 2 5.6129 Library_cooperation 1 1 5.0191
Library education 5 1 -2.6458 Library_education 1 0 -6.5798
Library information
networks
2 1 -1.126 library_info.network 2 1 -1.5606
Library use studies 1 1 4.9062 Library_use_studies 2 2 5.7223
Management 3 2 -0.4193 Management 5 4 -0.1439
Media programs
(education)
1 0 -6.0322 Media_programs(Educa 1 1 5.0191
New York 2 1 -1.126 New_York 1 1 5.0191
New York (state) 1 1 4.9062 New_York(State) 1 1 5.0191
Online bibliographic
searching
4 4 6.3339 Online_biblio.search 4 4 6.4359
Organizational change 1 1 4.9062 Organizational_chang 3 3 6.1379
Organizational
effectiveness
2 1 -1.126 Organizational_effec 1 1 5.0191
Philosophy 1 0 -6.0322 Philosophy 1 1 5.0191
Professional socialization 1 1 4.9062 Professional_sociali 1 0 -6.5798
Public libraries 11 6 -1.0561 Public_libraries 6 6 6.8622
Publishing 1 1 4.9062 Publishing 1 1 5.0191
Research 3 3 6.0322 Research 2 2 5.7223
School librarians 1 0 -6.0322 School_librarians 4 4 6.4359
School libraries 1 0 -6.0322 School_libraries 6 6 6.8622
Study & teaching 2 1 -1.126 Study_and_teaching 2 1 -1.5606
United States 13 9 -0.3342 United_States 21 18 0.3174
Use studies 4 3 0 Use_studies 6 5 0.0896
User education 1 1 4.9062 User_education 1 1 5.0191
Volunteer workers in
libraries
1 1 4.9062 Volunteer_workers_in 1 0 -6.5798
